
Advanced quality planning is important for all companies in the wind power industry. 
With the introduction of the APQP4Wind standard and its obligatory realization by all 
suppliers, the topic has become even more significant. 

Many suppliers in the wind power industry are now faced with the challenge of having to manufacture their products 
within the scope of the APQP4Wind standard. But while wind power plant manufacturers have increased their pro-
duct requirements, suppliers receive no additional money for their products. For that reason, support is needed from 
a suitable quality management software tool, such as QDA, which can offer support with standard compliance. 

Thanks to the industry-specific configuration of the quality management software, QDA is optimally adapted to the 
needs and requirements of wind power – making it the perfect companion for you.

QDA: The software solution for quality management

As a quality manager, you need effective software tools that will allow you to realize and monitor your targets: 
quality assurance, cost reduction, process optimization, and standard-compliant documentation. QDA is one of the 
strongest CAQ systems on the market and is the result of many years of software development for quality assuran-
ce. QDA provides action-focused answers and overviews for almost all quality management questions in a simple, 
quick, and comprehensive manner, enabling resilient decisions to be made. With QDA you are making an investment 
in the future, and with QDA SOLUTIONS as your CAQ partner you can be certain that you are prepared for Industry 
4.0.

SIMPLE ADVANCED QUALITY 
PLANNING THANKS TO QDA

Efficient compliance with the APQP4Wind standard

Optimally equipped for the requirements of the wind power industry

The software package QDA APQP4Wind was specially compiled for the fundamental requirements and needs of the 
wind power industry, based on the APQP4Wind standard. 

Using the APQP, FMEA, and PPAP modules from QDA that are included in the software package, suppliers can easily 
ensure that they are meeting the requirements of the APQP4Wind standard and will continue to be seen as “trust-
worthy suppliers.” The Control Plan and Process Flow Diagrams round off the package, which we have tailored spe-
cifically for compliance with the APQP4Wind standard. The software package simplifies the documentation process 
in product development and contributes to the saving of time and resources thanks to the “parts family principle.” It 
supports communication, both internally and with the customer, and so helps to meet external requirements.

Our software package provides a unique, integrated tool for quality planning and documentation, which you can use 
to efficiently plan, monitor, and document the quality of the process steps defined by you. It enables you to achieve 
your project and PPAP milestones more quickly, punctually, and with fewer errors. 



Your advantages of QDA at a glance

Complete quality cycle with APQP4Wind and CAQ4Wind

With QDA APQP4Wind you not only have software for compliance with the APQP4Wind standard but also enjoy 
the benefits, as required, of a complete background CAQ system with a modular setup. This allows you to gradually 
implement additional quality modules for a complete CAQ4Wind software solution. Complete your quality cycle 
with CAQ4Wind – now and in the future!

Contact us!

QDA SOLUTIONS is product provider of Germanedge. Germanedge is a leading provider of Manufacturing Operation Management (MOM) soft-

ware that brings Industry 4.0 into the perfect flow. Together with its five product providers (Gefasoft, New Solutions, Objective International,  

ORSOFT and QDA SOLUTIONS) the brand offers a complete solution portfolio for the manufacturing industry: international, cross-plant, maxi-

mum efficiency.

• Cost reduction. Reduces costs that arise as a result of inferior quality

• Profitability. Increases your EBIT and profitability

• Transparency. Improves the customer-supplier relationship through a transparent way of  
working

• Expansion. Can also be expanded with operational quality management modules for your  
company so you have a holistic overview of all quality data

• Consistency. Automated and synchronous process flow across all documents (Process Flow, 
Control Plan, PFMEA, work instructions, etc.)

• Ease of use. Makes it easier to manage large groups of similarly produced parts (parts families) 
and features a simplified and structured PPAP/FMEA process to guarantee consistent results

• Planning/communication/tracking. Accelerated planning and monitoring for the entire project 
life cycle (with the QDA Action Management tool)

• Error elimination. Reduces the number of documents, minimizes data input, and ensures  
consistency in all phases

The QDA APQP4Wind software package for the wind power industry integrates the most important core tools and 
makes sure that fundamental process flow steps are complied with throughout. This eliminates common cutting and 
insertion errors that occur with other formats. 

https://www.qda-solutions.com/en/contact/

